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SUMMARY

The Medical Applications Development program of the HLD/BNL*, both
presently existing and proposed, comprises work that forms the basis that is
required to permit new improvements to be made in nuclear medicine, whether
the improvements are made at Brookhaven or elsewhere.

The BLIP** is the only facility operating at present that can supply the
new materials that will be needed for further advances in nuclear medicine.
Even when the LAMPF's isotope production facility is constructed and becomes
operational, it could not do certain things, which will continue to be possible
only in the BLIP (or eventually in other accelerator facilities that will have
been especially designed for inexpensive isotope production, incorporating
the best features of the BLIP).

There are many nuclear medicine groups at various universities and there
are two regional Centers of Kadiologic Image Research (the latter located at
Boston and Chicago and funded by the Nafional Institute of General Medical
Sciences) all of which are totally dependent on the BLIP for supplying the
kinds of radionuclides that will be needed to:

1. reduce radiation dose to the individual patient and the
cumulative dose to the population,

2. improve the quality, reliability, and information content of
scintigraphic images, and thus

3. improve the quality and extent of health care available in the
United States.

There are several other programs that also are partially dependent on
receiving BLIP products.

The demand for large quantities of high purity iodine-123 exists now.
There is great certainty in the fact that other "new" radionuclides will also
be required in large quantities and high purities. There is equally great
certainty that they will be capable of being produced economically in the
BLIP. Moreover, it is crystal clear how this technology will be transferred
to private industry as nuclear medicine improvements proliferate and demands
for these radionuclides and radiopharmaceuticals sharply increase.

*HI. Division of Brookhaven National Laboratory's Department of Applied
Science (T>AS)

**J$rookhaven Linac Isotope producer (an HLD-operated facility attached to
BNL's 200-MeV proton injector for the ACS)
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HISTORICAL

The Medical Applications Development program at Brookhaven National
Laboratory has been tn continuous operation since 1950. Its public impact
began in 1954 when its first product, an iodlne-132 generator wns introduced.
The beneficial effects on mankind began almost immediately thereafter. Kor
example, one of the early uses of this first generator occurred in the caac
of a little girl who had what doctors thought was a sublingual tumor, which
they were about to remove surgically; examination via administration of a
large amount of iodine-132 revealed that the mass was a congenitally misplaced
thyroid, thus drastically altering the proposed surgical procedure. This
case, which was typical of hundreds of thousands of subsequent medical
applications of Brookhaven-developed radionuclides, was possible because
iodine-132 (in this instance) had properties that were superior to any other
of the then available radioisotopes (in particular iodine-131), and these
properties permitted the relatively primitive detection equipment available
at that time to do things that other radionuclides did not allow.

The iodine-132 generator was the first of a series of generators which
permit a variety of short-lived radioisotopes to be shipped around the world,
stored in the user's laboratory, and used at his convenience. Compact, safe,
inexpensive, and simple to operate, they contain a long-lived "parent" radio-
isotope which, when it undergoes radioactive decay, is continually generating

*This document describes a program which is supported by AEC-DAT funds (bud-
get categories 08-01-02 and 08-01-04) and carried on in the HL Division (HLD)
of Brookhaven National Laboratory's Department of Applied Science; unless
specifically stated otherwise, the work described refers to-..that underway in
the I1LD. It also mentions collaborative work outside the HLD Tfe».g. in the
BNL Medical Research Center) that is intimately linked to the AEC DAT... funded
work although funded by others; an effort has been made not to confuse b"r.
obscure the distinction. This document does not cover any AEC-DAT work that
is directed by other divisions at BNL; for example, it does not cover the At-
mospheric Diagnostics program, even though this program utilizes other per-
sonnel of the HL Division.
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Soon after the introduction of the successful iodine-132 generator,
others were developed by the BNL IIL Division. They included generators for

technetium-99m, strontium-87m, yttrium-90, aluminum-28,
gallium-68, cesium-131, and scandiutn-44.

One of these, the technetium-99m generator, was literally revolutionary on
three counts. It was the technical breakthrough that permitted refinement
and large-scale development of scintigraphy by improving its utility by three
to four orders of magnitude. This, in turn, was the principal development
that allowed nuclear medicine to develop into the widespread recognized profes-
sion that it is today. It was also the principal development that enabled the
instrument manufacturing industry to expand its products and services tremen-
dously by offering new lines of isotope cameras. Finally, it was the develop-
ment that, more than any other factor, permitted profitable radioisotope
production and distribution by the private sector. Nuclear medical procedures
that had provided only marginal results before became common diagnostic tools,
and procedures which previously had been restricted to terminal cases or to
those involving dire necessity could now be used for mass screening of large
populations. Moreover, the reliability of the information that the diagnostic
procedure provided to the physician increased markedly. The magnitude of the
impact of the tcchnetium-99m development can be suggested by noting that it
has been estimated that in the year 1971 over 2,000,000 doses of technetium-99m
were administered to patients in the United States alone.*

During the period 1954 through 1967, Brookhaven made its unique radio-
isotope products available to the public by manufacturing and distributing
them directly to users around the world. These products included

magnesium-28, iodine-133, fluorine-18, argon-38.
tellurium-132, molybdenum-99, copper-67, potassium-43,
xenon-128, iron-52, iodine-123, dysprosium-157,
bismuth-204, and yttrir.m-90/fused clay beads,

in addition to the generators noted above.

Hrookhaven's purpose in distributing these products was to provide the
public with unique useful materials for which demands were developing and
which could be supplied in no other way. However, by 1966 the demand for
techi-.fitium-99m had grown so great that private industry petitioned the AEC to
withdraw from supplying it. Brookhaven willingly complied, and six private
companies took over the production and supply of this radioisotope. At the
snme time Brookhaven turned over to Oak Ridge National Laboratory the task
of supplying all of its other radioisotopes, with the exception of mag-
nesium-28 -- a radionuclide for which Brookhaven continues to be the world's
sole supplier and of which the Laboratory has made shipments every month
since 1955.

Although Brookhaven's products found occasional use in areas other than
medicine, the overwhelining proportion of the applications were medical. From

*See Addendum tfi: The Impact of Technetium-99m on Health Cnr<;
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(lie inception of the Laboratory's rndioisotope program In 1050, iliere was
collaboration with members of the BN1. Medical Department.. In 1%3 this col-
lnhor.itJon beKfln to intensify, especially between two principals: Dr. lljtrolil
Atkins of the Medical Department and Powell Richards ov the Department v-\ Ap-
plied Science. Thus it was that in 1966, following the meteoric rise in the
demand for technetium-99m and its takeover by private industry, the llrookhaven
radioisotopes program was re-oriented specifically toward the development of
medical applications of radionuclides.

This program fluorished, expanding and drawing continually greater
attention and praise from the nuclear medicine profession, as one successful
product or procedure followed another in fairly rapid succession. Some idea
of the rapid recent growth of this program is gained by noting that prior to
1962 the expenditures in manpower and money were so small that the work did
not appear as a line item in the budget of the Department of Applied Science.
Up to that time the program's support had come from what was then the Division
of Biology and Medicine and, for a short time, from the Research Division. In
1962 the Division of Isotopes Development began to support the program, and
for the first six years the funding did not exceed $60,000/year. In FY 1969
the funding level jumped to $90,000/year, and by FY 1972 it was $28O,OOO/year.
The combined aggregate for the entire decade FY 1962-1971 was $873,000. This
cost of developing and providing products and services which, by now, have
been proven to be so highly beneficial to mankind pales into insignificance
when compared to the cost of snow removal in New York City for the same period.

In 1969 it was realized that Brookhaven had under construction a truly
unique accelerator (the 200-MeV proton Linac injector for the Alternating
Gradient Synchrotron or ACS). This Linac was capable of not only supplying
protons for the AGS but of simultaneously producing usefully large and com-
mercially significant quantities of enough "new" radionuclides to triple the
number and variety that could be made available for practical widespread use.
This tremendous increase in variety would enable the medical profession to
select more nearly ideal radiopharmaceuticals and procedures, thus providing
benefits such as more informative and more reliable diagnoses, less radiation
dose to the patient, and in many cases the ability to perform procedures that
had heretofore been impossible.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS PROGRAM

1954
1955

1956

1957
1960
1960
1961
1961

1961
1963
1963
1964
1965
1967

1-132 generator
Mg-28 production technology

(reactor)
F-18 production technology

(reactor)
Tc-99m generator
Cu-67 technology
1-124 technology
Ga-68 generator
Tc-99m introduced to

nuclear medicine
K-43 technology
Sr-8/m generator
Tc-99m-sulfur colloid
Fe-52 technology (cyclotron)
1-123 technology (cyclotron)
Tc-99m-IISA, high specific

activity

1968 Tc-99m-DTPA
1969 BLIP conceived
1970 BLIP construction begun
1970 Dy-157 technology
1970 Fe-52, millicurie preparation

(cyclotron)
1970 1-123, high purity technology

(cyclotron)
1971 Bi-204 technology
1971 Tc-99m "instant" compounds

introduced
1971 Tc-99m-red blood cells
1972 BLIP completed, tested
1972 Tl-201 high purity technology
1973 BLTP on continuous automatic

operation



THE SITUATION TODAY

GENERAL

The HL Division's Medical Applications Development program is highly
successful. More than that, however, it is completely unique in many differ-
ent ways, including the expertise of its personnel and the capabilities of
its facilities. In both cases, i.e. of manpower and equipment, the uniqueness
applies to individual people and specific devices as well as to the aggregate
collection of men and machines.

THE UNIQUENESS OF PERSONNEL

One of the most widely known and universally respected leaders
in the nuclear medicine profession is Powell Richards, Associate Head of the
HL Division and directly in charge of the Division's Medical Applications
Development program, to which he devotes full time. A member of the Board of
Trustees of the Society of Nuclear Medicine, he is a frequent participant in
the planning and execution of the teaching sessions that are provided at the
SNM's national and sectional meetings; he also has organized and conducted
various special purpose symposia and viorking meetings such as the Sunday
conference at the Boston SNM Meeting (June 1972) which he assembled for the
purpose of assessing for the AEC (at its request) the direction in which
future isotope development should proceed. The author of 90 papers in the
area of nuclear medicine, of which 50 were co-authored with medical doctors,
Richards has given some seven invited papers covering both specific details
and broad general aspects of nuclear medicine to scientific meetings in the
United States, Japan, Italy, and Denmark. His on-the-spot personal assistance
was also instrumental in enabling Turkey, Greece, and Puerto Rico to establish
their own nuclear medicine programs. Richards' most recent honor was receiv-
ing the American Nuclear Society's Radiation Industry Award in November 1972
for his pioneering work in the development and introduction of technetium-99m
into nuclear medicine.

Another widely known leader in the field of radioisotopes development is
Louis Stang, Head of the HL Division. Stang's diversified achievements include
founding the American Nuclear Society's journal Nuclear Applications (now
Nuclear Technology) and serving as its Editor for its first five years. Al-
though Stang spends only 50/i of his time on radioisotopes development, he is
a recognized expert in this field, having served as an official advisor, con-
sultant, and delegate to IAEA meetings in Vienna (twice), Manilla, and Bombay,
having been an official U. S. State Department-supplied consultant to the
governments of Yugoslavia and Israol, and having presented invited lectures
to the Indian Atomic Energy Establishment (four) and to the Mexican Society of
Nuclear Medicine at their expense.

The group, considered as a whole, is also unique jin_jnany ways. It is



TI1K UNIQUENESS OK PERSONNEL...

diVIM'Sifiod and includes a nuclear chemist, a radiochemist, a radiopharmaci«t,
an inorganic chemist, two chemical engineers (one spec 1 al i/.Inj; in practice
and iho other in theory, the latter being licenHod a;i a ProfessionnI Engineer
l>v I lie Stair ot Now York), and .several analytical rliomtHtn. The group I •''
oxpor I eiuod; In lad , if one computes (he conihlnod ny.y, vvp.nl e of all <> I I he
rolov.-mt experience of the personnel who are working directly on t h I M Medical
Applications Development program in the HL Division, belli}' caioful to oxcludn
formal training or general experience that is of only indirect benefit to the
present program, the experience amounts to 165 years. The group operates in
a highly interdisciplinary manner; of the 115 papers published in archival
journals or presented at scientific and professional meetings, 55 were co-
authored with members of the Brookhaven Medical Department or with researchers
outside of the Laboratory.

The collaboration with people outside the HL Division, just alluded to,
needs elaboration since it is one of the major strengths of the group and a
factor that makes Brookhaven truly unique. In particular, the Brookhaven
Medical Department has a nuclear medicine group under the leadership of
Radiologist Dr. Marold Atkins (who, like Richards, is also a member of the
Board of Trustees of the Society of Nuclear Medicine). This group, and
especially Dr. Atkins, has worked extemely closely with HL Division personnel,
especially Powell Richards, for the past decade. Their daily contacts with
each other constitute an interdisciplinary collaboration the closeness of
which will not be found duplicated at any other Institution whether university,
national laboratory, or private industry. HL Division personnel supply
radioisotopes and radiopharmaceuCicals which they have synthesized; the Medical
personnel investigate the possible uses of these products, first on
animals and then on patients whea applicable; and personnel from

both departments provide ••he ideas needed to maintain a vigorous on-going
progression of one successful product or procedure after another. As an
example, during the calendar year 1972, the HL Division provided the Medical
Department with &19 radiopharmaceutical preparations for testing, evaluation,
and subsequent routine usage; during this same period five different new
"products" were conceived and brought to various stages of testing and evalua-
tion. More recently, this collaboration has been broadened to include mem-
bers of the BNL Chemistry Department, thus providing within a single organ-
ization a nuclear medicine program of truly exceptional strength.

The uniqueness and competence of the group are further attested to by
the fact that Belgium. Colombia, Egypt, Trance, Germany, (Jreece, Tndia,
Israel, Italy, Japan, and South Africa have sent nationals to spend. In mo si
cases, one to two years each working with this group, observing and learning
procedures and techniques which were then taken back and applied to radio-
isotope development and production in the respective countries; the fact
that, in all but two of these cases, the expenses of these people were paid
by their respective governments is a measure of the value that foreign
countries attach to the opportunity to have their people train with this
group. Some of these countries have already sent more than one iii lividual.
and South Africa is scheduled to send a second person to work for a year
beginning April 1, 1973.



THE U'NTQUKWKSS OK FACILITIES

The uniqueness of the expertise of the personnel
and collectively, is equalled only by the uniqueness of the faclltieH, also
considered both individually find collectively. One of the most unique fncll-
tlles In the world Is the brand new MAP (Brooklwiven Ulnae Isotope Producer)
which Is operated by the IIL. Division as an Integral part of its Medical Ap-
plications Development program and which began routine operation (in its "con-
tinual ly-on" mode) in January 1973. This facility, attached to the 200-MeV
proton injector of the ACS, is the first facility in the world to harness a
high-current high-energy accelerator to the task of preparing significant
quantities of radionuclides. The exciting part of this achievement lies in
the fact that the current, energy, and continually-on mode of operation com-
bine the large-quantity capabilities hitherto found only in nuclear reactors
with the versatility and flexibility hitherto found only in small-capacity
cyclotrons to provide the isotope producer with easy and ready access to
three times as many "new" radionuclides as have been hitherto available in
commercially significant quantities. To illustrate specifically, the BLIP
provides the means of developing and distributing (ultimately through private
processors) multi-curie quantities of radionuclides, such as iodine-123, xe-
non-127, and iron -52, for which there is already a strong demand but which
simply cannot be made at present in quantities large enough to make practical
their adoption into nuclear medicine procedures; it also provides the only
satisfactory means of similarly developing and supplying other radionuclides,
such as ruthenium-97, technetium-97m, and thaiHum-201, for which a large
future demand is guaranteed by tha favorable properties of these radionuclides;
finally, it provides the only means of supplying other radionuclides, such as
chromium-44 or vanadium-44 about which nothing is known but whose properties
can be predicted to be of practical interest.

In addition to this particular highly unique facility, the entire ag-
gregate of other faciliti*;<: available constitutes, in itself, a unique com-
bination that is found nowhere else. This is true regardless of the functions
of other laboratories with wh'ch Brookhaven might be compared, but it is es-
pecially true if one confines che comparison to laboratories having programs
in nuclear medicine. This aggregate includes specialized machines such as
the High Flux Beam Research Reactor (capable of delivering an epithermal flux
of 1.5 x 10 ^ neutrons era"* see"*), the Medical Research Reactor with its
special irradiation ports, the Tandem Van de Graaff generator (capable of
delivering 140-MeV bromine ions, 80-MeV oxygen ions, and correspondingly
energetic ions with atomic numbers above and below these exam; les), two
smaller Van de Graaff generator which yield 3.5- and 5.5-MeV particles,
respectively, an azimuthally varying field 60" cyclotron capable of deliver-
ing protvns, deuterons, and helium-3 and -4 ions, a 33-GeV proton Alternating
Gradient ."ynchrotron, and a 700-curie plutonium-238-beryllium neutron irrad-
iation facility. It also includes a wider variety of machines of lesser
capability such as neutron generators, X-ray generators and X-ray diffraction
instruments, electron microscopes, and computers, not to mention a complete
line of equipment needed for fabricating almost any kind of equipment from
literally any kind of material.
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The rvma inder of this document 1 .s devoted to a more specific description
of the present on-going work of this group and a brief gllmp.se of the projected
possibilities for the future. As may be imagined from the foregoing intro-
duction, the present mid future programs heavily emphasize nuclear medicine.
However, other non-medicol programs also benefit, and these will be described
too.

NUCI.KAR MEDICINE

To place in proper perspective the detailed program descrip-
tions that will follow, it is necessary to make some general comments concern-
ing the role of Brookh.sven's Medical Applications Development program and its
effect on mankind as a whole and on private industry in particular.

The Role of the Program in the Nuclear Medicine Field

It is important to realize that continued and accel-
erated growth of the field of nuclear medicine is vital to the improvement of
health care in the United States and, indeed, throughout the world.* Nuclear
medicine offers imaging and visualization techniques that provide the physician
with more information than he would otherwise have had about his patients,
thus permitting a more accurate diagnosis. The addition of these imaging
techniques to the conventional techniques, in itself, provides the doctor
with helpful corroboriition. However, health care can be improved still
further by improving the quality of the information that these techniques
provide. Improving this quality of information is doubly beneficial: First,
it increases the reliability of the technique by clarifying the image being
observed, thus reducing errors in interpretation. Second, it permits a reduc-
tion in radiation dose during diagnosis.

However, improving the quality of information provided by nuclear
medicine techniques requires the making available of "new" radionuclides --
radionuclides which have already been discovered and characterized but of
which the present availability is totally unsuitable. In most cases higher
purity is required than can be obtained at present, and in every case quanti-
ties required are very much higher than presently obtainable. These new
radionuclides can be made available only through the BLIP (described above
under "Uniqueness of Facilities"). This facility is a totally new unique
concept which for the first time allows the large-scale exploitation of
spallation reactions for the production of radionuclides while permitting
the simultaneous large-scale utilization of the more conventional lower-
energy "cyclotron" reactions for the same purpose.

It should be noted at this point that the Brookhaven Medical Applications
Development program is, for reasons outlined above, rot only of crucial im-
portance to the further development of nuclear medicine but that, in addition,
it is the ultimate source of new material that is needed by an extremely
large number of research groups throughout the United States that are engaged
in developing and utilizing new nuclear medical techniques. Groups with
whom specific collaborative work is in progress or planned are mentioned
below under "Specific Collaborative Programs, Existing" and "The FY 1974
Prospects". The latter section also lists some of the groups from whom
specific written requests for assistance have been received but with whom
the collaboration might be expected to be no broader than simply supplying
the requested assistance. This latter list is incomplete on two counts:
(1) The limited time available for preparing this document precluded a

*See Addendum #1: The Impact of Technetium-99m on Health Care
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thorough search of the files. (2) As more operating experience Is gained
with the BLIP ami Its impact becomes felt, many more inquiries for information
and requests for assistance enn be expected.

Worth special note are two groups not otherwise mentioned below, viz.
the Center of Radiologic Image Research recently established at the University
of Chicago and a similar center established a year ago in Boston, both I tinded
by tlu> National Institute oi General Medical Sciences. Of eight research
projects to be undertaken by the Chicago group, three will clearly be either
totally dependent on or very much benefitted by the results to come out of
Che Hrookhaven Medical Applications Development program; these projects are
described as "development of new radionuclear imaging agents", "in. y_lvc) radio-
nuclide distribution studies", and "clinical evaluation of imaging techniques
in nuclear medicine". The work of the Boston center will be equally dependent
on or benefitted by the Urookhaven program.

The Effect o_f this Program on Mank ind

The goal of this program is co constantly improve
the quality and increase the quantity of health care chat the medical pro-
fession can provide the public at large. More specific examples of this
general goal include

(1) the development of the means that will enable the physician
to makd a more reliable diagnosis than has been possible
In rocofore,

(2) the direct improvement of the health of the public by reducing
the radiation dosage received by patients undergoing medical
examination, and

(3) the accomplishment of the first two goals at a cost that is
not burdensome to the public.

Examples of each goal can be cited here. For instance, diagnoses have
already been improved in certain categories of patients by providing the
physician with more information than he has been able to obtain with previous
procedures. Consider one example: It used to be virtually impossible to
"visualize" (i.e. to observe in a manner similar to that provided by the
familiar X-ray picture) an amorphous non-bony organ such as the liver, and
in treating disorders of the liver the doctor had to rely on a variety of
indirect tests from which he inferred the condition of the liver. Now,
however, by administering a radiopharnsaceutical such as the technetium-99m-
sulfur colloid and then scintigraphing the patient it is possible to synthesize
an image of the liver which shows the physician not only its location, size,
and shape but also whether some parts of it are not functioning and/or other
parts of it are overworking. Similar techniques with other radiopharmaceuti-
cals now permit other organs, such as the kidneys, heart, and spleen, to be
visualized; this technique even permits the doctor to look inside the bones
and observe the functioning of the bone marrow or the areas in which a frac-
ture is healing rapidly or not at all.

Diagnoses have been made more reliable not only by increasing the amount
of information available to the doctor but also by increasing the reliability
and certainty of whatever information is provided. For example, a few years
ago a doctor could only infer the existence and location of a brain tumor
from the behavior of the patient during a few indirect tests or by procedures
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which carried considerable risk to the patient, and wore very costly. Now,
however, many such tumors can be visualized -- positively located and identi-
fied -- by administering radiopharmaceut icals, such as technetiwn-99ra in its
pertcchnetate form with essentially no discomfort or risk to the patient.
The test is therefore more readily applicable to a large population (i.e. as
a screening procedure). Moreover, the mere fact of providing additional
methods of diagnosis means that the result will be more reliable by virtue of
the mutual eorroboration of each test, even if any single test were in itself
not completely reliable.

The reduction of the radiation dose received by the patient has a two-
fold benefit. On the one hand, it means a reduction of the overall dose re-
ceived by the public at large, thus contributing to a reduction in radiation-
induced genetic damage which, in turn, means potentially thousands of fewer
birth defects annually. On the other hand, it also means that certain individ-
ual patients, such as children and pregnant women, can receive the benefits of
the newer more accurate diagnoses available via radiopharmaceuticals, although
such patients in the past would not have been given the older radioisotopes
at all for fear of incurring immediate or near-future radiation damage in
that: individual. The difference is that the newer radiopharmaceuticals, such
as those developed at Brookhaven, utilize radionuclides such as technetium-99m,
which, because o£ their particular nuclear decay properties, contribute a
radiation dose to the patient that is frequently a factor of 100 lower than
the radiation dose that the patient would have received from the older radio-
isotopes such as iodine-131.

Improved health care would be useless if it were so costly that few, if
any, could affort it. One of the goals of the BNL Medical Applications Dev-
elopment program has been to make its products utilizable to the widest
possible extent. To this end, procedures and equipment required by doctors
to administer the Brookhaven products have deliberately been kept extremely
simple, requiring no additional training on the part of the doctor's nurse or
technician. Moreover, the costs of the BNL developed products have always
been kept so low as not to add noticeably to the cost of patient care. In
this connection, it is worth noting that it should be possible to make an
isotope like iron-52 in the BLIP for approximately one dollar per millicurie,
whereas prepration today on the cyclotron costs about $100/millicurie; (this
high cost today is, of course, a drawback that must be added to the fact that
there are not enough cyclotrons to make it possible to add iron-52 to the
procedures available to the specialist in nuclear medicine).

The Effect of the Program on Private Industry

The Brookhaven program, far from constituting com-
petition with private industry, has not only cooperated wholeheartedly with
private industry and continues to do so but it actually has in a very direct
material way increased the business that private industry enjoys.* As noted
above, Brookhaven withdrew from its radioisotope production business in 1966
in order that six private companies could take over the production and dis-
tribution of technetium-99m, when the demand for this BNL-developed product
reached the point where the industry could see a sure profit in it. Moreover,
the advent of this particular radioisotope so increased the demand for more
sophisticated radioisotope cameras that the effect was one of virtually
adding an entire new Line of products for the instrument manufacturers.

Brookhaven intends to continue in this tradition by offering to irradiate

*Soe Addendum #1: The Impact of Technetium-99m on Health Care
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The Effect of this Program in Private Industry...

targets for private companies who can then process and distribute their own
spnll.ition-induced radioisotopes. To this end, the Rrookhavcn Kroup invited
72 companion to send representatives to Hrookhnven to lt«nrn of the potential
of the new Ill.TP and how they could utilize this national resource, and the
UNI. tedin briefed the representatives of the eight companies that have thusi
far responded to the invitation. Hrookhoven hflH stated repeatedly on every
possible occasion thnt it is interested only in developing "new" radIoisotopes,
new rndiophannaceuticals, and medical applications utilizing these new pro-
ducts, that it would supply any of these new products that could not be ob-
tained from other sources, but that it is not interested in performing any
processing or distributing that private companies agree to undertake, except
that it will do the target irradiations that will allow the industry to do
its own processing and distribution.

ri
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Spec ITic Collaborat i ve Programs , Kxist \nyt

The following is a brief outline of the various
specific collaborative programs presently underway.

BNt. NycJ_cajr Medicjjne Program. The col labor a five
program of greatest imp or lance, longest .standing, and widest scope is Brook-
haven's own integrated Nuclear Medicine Program. Thla program began in the
early 1950's as a collaboration between ihe HI. Division and the BNL Medical
Research Center; more recently the BNl. Chemistry Department has joined this
collaboration. For nearly twenty years the HL Division produced and supplied
a variety of radionuclides to staff members of the BNl. Medical Research Center.
Early examples included coppcr-67 to Dr. Cotzias (1960), iodine-124-labelled
proteins to Dr. Lippincott (1960), and over 60 batches of potassium-43 to Dr.
Dahl (1962-1964), who was studying potassium metabolism in his hypertension
program.

However, the most intensive collaboration has been with Dr. Harold
Atkins, beginning in 1963 and continuing to the present. Centered largely
around the development of technetium-99m> technetium-99m-labelled compounds,
and clinical evaluation of these materials, the program has already produced
several important contributions to nuclear medicine. Examples include the
development of

(1) techniques for using technetium-99m for thyroid uptake studies,

(2) improved technetium-labelled human serum albumin (HSA),

(3) technetium-tagged diethylenetrlaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA),

(4) the labelling of red blood cells (RBC) with technetium-99m, and

(5) the application of such labelled RBC for visualizing the spleen
and the vascular system.

Although technetiutn-99m has been the radionuclide most frequently studied in
this program, others are also being studied. For example, the HL Division is
studying radionuclides of ruthenium and indium, the Chemistry Department is
studying the labelling of compounds with carbon-11, and both groups are study-
ing fluorine-18 and iodine-123, with the Medical Department, of course, being
heavily involved in all of these studies.

Iodine-123 deserves special mention because of its rapidly increasing
importance and is discussed in more detail below under "Bureau of Radiological
Health, Food & Drug Administration". The statistics and descriptive comments
in that section apply equally well to Brookhaven's collaborative Nuclear
Medicine Program, except that the latter has for the past two years been
evaluating iodine-123 for thyroid imaging and investigating several iodine-123
labelled compounds. Because this particular material hns been made on the BNL
60" cyclotron, the quantities that have been available for test have been
limited. However, the recent startup of the BLIP will provide ample material
for evaluation and development.

Altogether literally thousands of radiopharmaceuticals and labelled com-
pounds have been supplied by the HL Division to the BNL Medical Research
Center for evaluation and nuclear medicine service. For example, during the
1972 calendar year, 241 radiopharmaceutical preparations were supplied for
clinical studies, and an additional 178 labelled compounds were furnished for
development, and product evaluation studies. Altogether, 32 papers in archival
journals and 22 presentations before scientific meetings, resulting from this
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BNL Nuclear Medicine Program...

program, have been jointly authored by Medicnl Department/Department: of
Applied Science personnel. Considering nil of these numbers and the fact
that the program is truly a Joint one, it is clear that the contribution of
the HL Division is crucial and vital to this part of the Medical Department's

program. At the present, the part of the program of the Medical
Department directly affected involves three M.D.'s, a physicist, a
chemist, and three technicians, and ia funded at $57O,OO0/year.

Recently, a program entitled "The Brookhaven Nuclear Medicine
Training Program" has been established. Under this program residents
who are training at universities and hospitals in the field of nuclear
medicine spend time at Brookhaven learning various techniques to
supplement the training at their institution. For example, they spend
a week in the HL Division learning radionuclide production and radio-
pharmaceutical preparation techniques (see especially p. 18).

It is interesting to note that a different type of cooperation also
exists in which another member of the Medical Department, Dr. Richard Stone?,
provides the HL Division with experimental determinations of the distribution
in small animals of a variety of materials furnished by the HLD. These studies
are helpful in determining the probable utility of a potentially useful
material. Examples have included fluorides, strontium, cechnetium, tin,
indium, colloids, and various chelatcs which Che HL Division is using to
develop such things as superior bone-seeking agents. The interesting feature
of this cooperation is that the work i3 not of primary interest to Dr Stoners
own program, and the fact that he is willing to provide this service Is a
measure of his desire to assist another program that he recognizes as being
valuable and meritorious.



Njii_t_i_oji_£2_l c.i no or lust 1 tuto. Ureas t cancer is
the most common cancer in women in the United Slates. I'ivo to six percent
of all women can expect, to develop cancer of the breast during their life-
times, lireasl cancer causer, approximately 13 deaths per 100,000 population per year.
One attempt to deal with this problem is to pmprove early diagnosis with the
help of manunography, i.e. X-rav examination ol the breasts. The ability to
use this technique as a screening procedure in the appropriate segment of.
the population is limited by the radiation dose to the skin incurred by this
examination. Theoretically, a monochromatic source of low-energy radiation
should be ideal in that it would increase the quality and, therefore, the
reliability of the examination and, at the same time, reduce the radiation
dose by a factor of, perhaps, 100.

Technetium-97m, with its 18- to 21-keV X rays and 00-day h«lf-lift«.
could provide the required good contrast and the desired reduction in radia-
tion dose, provided that it is available in high purity (to eliminate oilier
photon-emitting impurities'). Implementing a mass screening procedures imp lies
large-scale availability of the radionuclIde. Consideration of possible
alternative radionuclides and/or preparation procedures leads one to the
conclusion that the objectives of a mass nuammography program cannot be met
except via the route of producing technetium-97m in the BLIP.

Accordingly a collaborative program between the Medical and Applied
Science (HL Division) Departments of BNL Is being funded (at the level of
$6*?,000 for the first year) by the National Cancer Institute. The purpose of
this program is to develop a technetium-97m source suitable for mass mammo-
gr.iphic screening.
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H u r e i n i o j _ R a d i o l o g i c a l [ I o n 1 1 1 ) , r o o d & O r u g Ad •

m i n i s i : r , i r i o n . A r r a n g e m e n t : ; f o r n c o l l a b o r n t i v r p r o g r a m b e t w e e n D N L ' s HI.

D i v i s i o n a n d t h o F D A ' s Hurc.-ui o f R a d i o l o g i c a l H e n l t h / N u c l c « r Mod t r i n e l . n h o r n -

t o r v -it C i n e I m i n t I (RRII/NML) h n v e r e a c h e d t h e - c o n t r a c t w r i t i n g I K I I R I 1 . In t l i i a I

i n i ' i i i iKcii i f i i t IIKII/NMI. w i l l p a y Hraolc luiviMi $ ] S , 0 0 ( ) v i a o n I n t o r / i g o r r v I n i n i i l o r o f •

l i i i i th i I n i M i n h l c UN!. I n c x p i M l l I «> l i t e d i ' v f i l o p m o n I o f l u i y. »•-"«''« I«' p r o d u c t i o n '

l r c l » n o U > K v I D I h l y , l i - | i \ i r 11 v I o d i n e - 1 2 ! ! find I n p r o v i d e UHll/NMI. ( O r . V l i u ' v u l <

,S'of/</. principal Invvxl li;ntor) with mnterJ/il for n prvl Iniln/iry evaluation of •
the dosi r.-ibl 1 i ty of this r.ndionucl ide for medical applications. i

The FDA's interest in expediting this work is part of a broader but ;
intense interest in the medical community in the use of iodine-123 for thyroid j
studies and as a label for many useful radiopliarnuiccuticals. This interest i
stems from the fact that high purity iodine-123 is certain to lower patient ;
radiation doses by factors of about 100, relative to the radioisotopes such as ;
iodine-131 which i t will supplant. However, this interest of the medical |
community is predicated on the premise that iodine-123 will be available !

(1) reliably,

(2) in large quantities,

(3) in pure form, and

(4) at a competitive cost.

The BLIP is the only facility capable of meeting all four requirements.
(The Los Alamos LAMPF mny be capable of providing iodJne-123, but because of
the higher proton energies that Los Alamos will be using, it la unlikely that
the I.AMPF could achieve the .same iodine-123 radiopurity as can be achieved in
the BLIP, and the reduction in patient radiation dose, which is the reason
Cor the medical interest in iodine-123, depends on the iodine-123 being free
of impurities such as iodine-124. Moreover, the construction of the LAMPF's
isotope production facility is still far from complete, whereas the BLIP is
now operating in its normal routine "continuously-on" mode.)

The importance of iodine-123 can be gauged to some extent by consideration
of a 1966 survey of radionuclide use in medicine. That year saw a total of
651,426 studies on patients performed with iodine-131. This usage constituted
84.9% of all function studies and 49.8/i of all scanning (imaging) procedures."
With the tremendous growth in nuclear medicine in the seven years since then,
it is clear that iodine-131 utilization has risen substantially. Substitution
of iodine-123 for iodine-131, by reducing the radiation dose to each patient,
will therefore be of significance to the entire population. Clearly the
earlier that iodine-123 can be put into clinical use in place of iodine-131,
the greater will be the cumulative dose reduction to the patient population --
hence the FDA's strong interest in expediting the development of this radio-
nuclide and the radiopharmaceuticals derived from it. With regard to the
quantities of iodine-123 needed, it must be emphasized that existing facilities
other than the BLIP (i.e. cyclotrons) certainly cannot be expected to begin
to make enough to satisfy the demand. This particular collaborative program
will provide for clinical evaluation of thyroid function and visualization
studies on 500 to 1,000 patients.

It is useful to point out that iodine-123 will provide scintigraphic
images containing a much higher quality of information than is available
from procedures with other radionuclides. This is an important factor that
will increase the reliability of a diagnosis.
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Bureau of Radiological Health, Food & DruR Administration...

Although the accelerated program described above is only for one year,
it is expected that following its successful completion the collaboration
would be expanded to include the development of iodine-123-labelled organ-
specific radiopharmaceuticals anil possibly the development and evaluation of
other radtonuclides for the purpose of still further reducing patient radia-
tion dose.
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Argonne Cancer K£?jPjvrch. llospi tnl. Another
col Inborn rive program of long standing (since 1961) is lhat with staff members
of flip Argonne Cnncrr Research llospit.il (ACRH), especially with Dr. Paul
Harper. H was this colaborntion that actually resulted in the Introduction
of technetium-99m into nuclear medicine. Sevei'il other developments by the
IIL. Division of UNI. grew out of this collaboratioi., including improvements in
the quality and design of the technctium-99m generator, the preparation of
the technet luin-99tn-sulfur colloid, and improvements in the methyl ethyl ketono
(MKK) solvent extraction method for separating technetium-99m from its parent
molybdenum-99. During the period between October 1961 and June 1965, Hrookha-
ven supplied 132 technetium-99m generators containing a total of approximately
18,000 millicuries of molybdenum-99 to ACRH.

Although a mutual interest in further teci\netium-99m developments still
exists, the major collaboration underway at present centers around the devel-
opment and evaluation of thallium-201 as a carditc imaging agent. As soon as
sufficient thallium activity is produced, material '•:ill be supplied to ACRH
for evaluation. ACRH is also interested in various other BLIP radionuclides
as they become available.
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1tal of t hr Un Worst ty ojF Pennsylvania.
Since early in 1964 a collaborative association lias boon maintained hol.wccn
HI, Division members at UNI. and staff members of tbe Nuclear Medicine group
at: the University of Pennsylvania, principally Dr. David Kuh 1. The original
purpose of this collaboration wn» to assist tbe University in lucorporiil Ing
the use of t cclmet ium-99m Into their nuclear medicine program. In particular,
Itrookhaven assisted In setting up their equipment nnd procedures for producing
the technotlum-99m-nulfur colloid and later in establishing their techniques
for labelling red blood cells with technetium-99m. During the period between
March 1964 and August 1966, when UNL discontinued the distribution of tech-
netium-99m generators, Brookhaven supplied the University with 116 generators
containing a total of approximately 20,000 millicuries of molybdenum-99.

More recently the Pennsylvania group's interests have included
sending residents to Brookhaven for training in radionuclide pro-
duction and ladiopharmaceutical preparation techniques (see p. 13).

Dr. Kuhl is extremely interested in several of the products that will
come from the BLIP (e.g. tantalum-179, iron-52, and xenon-127, in particu-
lar), and this collaboration will be expanded to include them as soon as they
are available. He has also expressed an interest in gallium-67 and iodine-123.
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Unrvnrd Medical SchooJ^ " u > <̂ '> l«-*ct Ivc <>l tltf.s
col 1 jiliornl I on between UN I. HI. Diviiiion wes'iibcrs and those <if (he llntvurd Modi en I
Si-lit>i)l (In p a r t i c u l a r Or. S. Jnines Adolfitein) IN to oxchmiy.e Informal iow v(
mti 111 ,-t 1 Inir i ' i ' s t in tin1 Jiit-na of rndlol sotopc t.ecln\olo>'v , vnd lopluirinnrodt I O I I M ,
nnd jippl Ic;iL ions of tlicnc m a t c r i n l s n\\& t i l ls Informntlon lo nuciojir mod tc !:ic.
This oxchnnf'e occurs v ia pe r iod ic Joint, meetings between siut'f mcmbci-s {unn
each in.st i t u t i o n , the f i r s t occur r ing in Boston in July 197.1 and the second
at Hrookhaven in December 1972. Future such meetings w i l l be h«ld every s i x
months.

I n i t i a l l y the Harvard i n t e r e s t s have mainly revolved around technetium
chemistry and t echne t ium- labe l l ed radiopharrn. ;ceuticals , p a r t i c u l a r l y tecli-
netium bone-scanning agents such as the poiyphosphates . La ter , as BLIP
products become a v a i l a b l e , the Harvard group w i l l p a r t i c i p a t e in s t u d i e s and
eva lua t ion of some of the rad ionuc l ides produced. I t i s expected t ha t t h i s
c o l l a b o r a t i o n w i l l r e s u l t in the submission of j o i n t proposals for funding
s p e c i f i c a reas of work of mutual i n t e r e s t .

' *
i

! • '
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State University of New York nt Stony Brook
The Stony tirook branch of. SUNY has four oil-site "clinicaL

s" located at:

(1) Hrookhaven National Laboratory' s Medical Department, including
tlio Nuclear Medicine Program under Dr. Harold Atkins,

(2) Long Island Jewish Medical Center, under Dr. Lester Levy,

(3) the Northport VA Hospital under Dr. Walton Shreeve, and

('•) the Nassau County Medical Center under Dr. Stanley Goldsmith.

The IIL Division is in the process of establishing a collaborative program
with the four campuses, collectively. The role of the HL Division would be

(a) to train residents and others in the production of radionuclides
and the methods and quality control involved in the preparation of
radiopharraaceut icals,

(b) the supplying of radiopharmaceuticals to the clinical campuses for
training and educational purposes, and

(c) participation in joint research projects involving medical applica-
tions of radionuclides.
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John?. MoL'kJJlSL Medical In.sti tut. Ions. Since 1963
a collaborative assoti;itio i has been maintained between the \\L Division and
sLnff members of the Nuclear Medicine group, especially with Dr. Henry Wagner,
nt the .Johns Hopkins Medical hint i t ut lomi. The prlnrlpnl ol>]ective of IhiH
program In I lie development of medical applications of I echnet I urn —t>t>m and of
t rchnet liun-'Om- label I ed radiopliannnceut Icalfi. Durlnn the two-year period
between December 1')(J3 and December 196r>, liroolchnven .supplied them with 4'3
Leclinetiiim-99tn gcncr.-Korti containing approximately 17,000 millicurieH of
molybdeiuim activity, and during 1971 llrookhnven supplied them with technetium-
99m-l)TPA "kits" for their testing and evaluation. (This latter item represented
the first of several so-called "instant" procedures that Brookhaver. developed,
by which the user simply mixed together a specified reagent with a particular
radionuclide to produce immediately or "instantly" a material having specific
nuclear medical properties; the Brookhaven objective in this instance was to
have its own in-houue results evaluated and confirmed by a completely indepen-
dent competent outside group.) The Johns Hopkins group was so pleased with
this first kit that they continued to make their own using the Brookhaven
technique until private industry made available a satisfactory commercial
product.

Brookhnven has also assisted the Johns Hopkins group in the labelling of
red blood cells with technetium-99m, and the JH group has recently published
a pnper describing the use of this method for measuring red blood cell volume.
Tn addition, Brookhaven has supplied the JH group with many magnesium-28 and
iodine-132 generator shipments over the years.

Dr. Wagner is much interested in participating in the evaluation of
several BLIP products as they become available in the near future.
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State i[nj.vt̂ rsj_ty 2l Nt-w_York, Upj-tiiiil Medical
Center (SUNYHMC.). In 1970 a collaborative program was established between
the HI, Division and SUNYUMO, principally with Drs. John McAfee and (•. Stibra-
manian, for the pvirpose of developing the production technology for dysprosium-
157 and evaluating it as a radiopliarmaceutical for the visualization and
diagnosis of bone and bone marrow. Ei^ht 10- to 25-tnlllicurie shipments wore
made, and three publications resulted from this part of the program.

As BLIP products become available, this collaboration will be expanded
to include the evaluation of several of them.
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University o£ Iowa llospl t.ilii. The objective
of this on-Koing collaborative program berween the HI. Division and the
University of Iowa Hospitals, principally Dr. Richard I'eterr.en, is to tlovclop
the production technology for bismuth-204 and to evaluate it for the visual-
ization find diagnosis of tumors. The incentive for this program lies In the
fact that tor many yeiiTH bismuth has been reported to localize in certain
typos of tumorfl, and bismuth-204 wovild he one of the best bismuth rndlonurl !tir.><
to UNO tor this purpose. Seven shipments of bismuth-204 ranging from flvt' l(>
ten ml 111 cur lea each have been made, and ndditlonal .shipment ft will be made in
which the bismuth will be in a different chemical form in an effort to Improv**
Its distribution in the test subjects. Although bismuth-204 would eventually
be made in the BLIP, the above test material was made on the BNL 60" cyclotron,
for the use of which the University of Iowa reimbursed BNL.
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State Universi ly oj_ New York_,_ Downstate Medical
Con tor (SUNYDMC). An especially active collaboration is maintained between
tilt' 111, Division anil SUNYDMC, particularly Drs. Nathan Solomon and Joseph
Slptfiman. In fact, Dr. Stcigman, who Is n Radlochemlst on the SUNYDMC staff,
holds an appointment as (Uie.st Scientist on the BNL Scientific Stuff and spends
one or two days a week at Brookhnven (in the HL Division) working on this
program. The mutual interests in this case center around the chemical and
clinical evaluation of new technetium-labelled compounds. Joint studies of
the chemistry of tcchnetium in common technetitim-labelled radiopharmaceuti-
cals are underway. Preliminary studies to evaluate the clinical usefulness
of xenon compounds have already begun and should later expand into research
and applications development involving the ust of xenon-127 in studying lung
function; (this is a related effort described move completely below under
"The FY 1974 Prospects"). Thus far, one publication has resulted from this
joint collaboration.
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Albert Kinst oin Collo»o of Medicine.. An active
collaborative program in radiophannaceutieal development in in progress {
between the 111, Division and the Albert Kinstvin College of Medicine, p r i n e i - |
pn l ly involving Drs. M. I>onald Rl.-nil'ox and Rmi Chervu. Dr. Chervu i« a Uesom'cti '
C'oi Inbornior on the S c i e n t i f i c Stal l ' at nNI., where he spends several d^iys a |
month In the 111. Dlvl.slon invent IK"• IIIK problem;) of mutual i n t e re s t involving, \
i eehnel I mii-'>l)in rail l ophannaccu t i e n l « and i i u l i u i n - H l nni\ t i n - 1 1 7 eoinpounilH i|
t h a t a r e p o t e n t i a l bone v i s u a l i z i l n x a j»ents . j

i.
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Wnshiiy.ron (D.C.) Ho;;pl I .il Center. An act. Lve
collaborative program is underway between the 111. Division ami the Washington
Hospital Outer, particularly with Drs. William Kckelman, who is a former
member of the 11L Ili vision and now a Research ('ollnhorat or at UNL, and Richard
Reha. Joint work is In progress in the development and evaluation of
t echnel' I uin-'Wm-lnbclled rnd topharmaceut icnls and in studying the cheinisi rv ol
technctium relating to labelled biomedicnl products, such as
labelled red blood cells.
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Soul h A.tjJLSj'il GSl'.'I'lU iQL S C ientific and
Indus trial Research. Through the initiative of the South African Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research, comply to arrangements have already been
made to have one of its staff memhprs, Dr. Hudi Noirinckx, spend n year in
t lie III. Division working and exchnnt;inn ideas on problems of mutual interest in
the nren of the development of rad lotuicHdes, rntllophonnnceut ic/ils, and
mod lea I applications of these materials. A one-yenr appointment to commence
April 1, 1')/') has already been offered to and accepted by Dr. Neltinckx.
The SACS1R will pay all of Dr. Nelrincks' expenses to and from UNI. and will
continue to pay his full South African salary during his stay at HNL. and
RNl. will contribute an equal amount of salary to compensate for the higher
cost of living in this country.
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The FY 1974 Prospect;;

All of the existing programs described above will
continue into FY 1974, and most of them will continue well beyond. In
addition, new programs, some of. which are described below, are in various
stages of proposal preparation and consideration, such that if sufficient
funds were available all of them could begin some time in I'Y 1974.

National Heart and Lunj* Tnsti tute (NHLT).
Several of the programs are applicable to the interests of NHLI. They include
the following:

Jnfarction PIL'ELIQsjt*? •
Heart disease is the leading cause of death In the United States, the rate
being 350-400 deaths per 100,000 population. In a significant proportion of
these individuals, diagnosis of the existence of coronary artery disease is
not apparent early in the course of the condition when myocardial infarction
is occurring. A radionuclidic method for diagnosing myocardial infarction
would be extremely helpful in saving many lives and preventing disability.
Such methods are usually of little discomfort and no risk to the sick patient.

Preliminary work with one radiopharmaceutical, thallium-201, suggests
that it would be ideal for this purpose. It should be capable of producing
high quality myocardial imaging with low radiation dose. Only small amounts
have been available for experimental use due to the difficulty of producing
the thallium-201 on the cyclotron. Only the BLIP is capable of producing the
quantities of high purity thallium-201 that will be required to evaluate this
radicinuclide properly and to make its widespread use practical.

A research grant proposal covering the experimental evaluation of
thallium-201 has been submitted to the National Institutes of Health. This
proposal also considers rubidium-82 as another potential agent for this
purpose, but it, too, would have to be produced in the BLIP to be practical.
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N j i t . i o n . i l H e a r t a n d I.tinj; 7 r . s t l t . u t e ( N I I M ) . . .

ivHal Ulnod I'low. A proposal is
being nuulo to NIK.I hy the Nuclear Medicine Division ol a leading university to
.study myornrdlnl blood (low vin rubid iitm-82. The hefld of ihnt division linn
iciv11<-<J tlio 111. IMvision to collaborate In this study and lins oi ftM'od to Include
in the proposal ftitui.s which the HI. DivisHn would use to develop a nenorntor
for making rubidium-82 av.Tilflhlc (from its HLIP-produced parent, slront i urn-81' ̂
They have, of course, also expressed an interest: in receiving rubidiutn-82
generators once they become available. Although the discussions are at too
early a staije to predict the outcome with certainty, it seems quite likely
that the collaborative arrangement requested by this group would be set op.
This group also expressed an interest in challium-201 and xenon-127.

is
ill



National llenrt and Lung Institute (NHI.i)...

I.unjj IVrinslon .nul Ventilation. An
important and already widely used diagnostic proceHure in unclear medicine is
• he study v) f lung perfusion and ventilation via r ad I onuc 1 i d>->-.. However,
xenon-I VJ, which Is wh.it is currently in use for these procedures, is lar
from ideal because absorption and scattering of its low-energy photons hv
hone and tissue make external studies difficult. Xenon-127, with its higher
energy photons and longer half-life, would be vastly superior to xenon-1V3
for this application.

The III.II' is the only operating facility that is feasible for making
xenon-127 in the quantities and purities that would be required for practical
introduction of this radionuclide into nuclear medicine. The 111. Division Is
already developing the production/purification technology for xenon-127. It
is proposed to expand this on-going work to include the evaluation of
perfusion id ventilation techniques with this radionuclide -- areas which
should he of special interest to the N U L L This latter work would be a joint
collaboration between the HL Division, the BNL Medical Research Center, and
the State University of New York Downstate Medical Center (see above, page 24)
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N a t i o n a l H e a r t u n d I . u n y I n s t i t u t e ( N U M ) . . .

. Another proposal
already suhm i 11 ed to NH 1.1 (or funding involves col laooration witliin tin*
HrooUhavcni Nuclear Med ic i no program (although tho main thrust <onu>.>; from the
111. Division) In .<\ study ot liriiii>dynnitilfs I row a chemical engineering slnnd-
polnt. This study films <u nn i>lucld«tion <?t ihrombogi-iu-s Is us (ilt'iHti'd by
paramot ors such as flow rati', turhuloncr, etc., and the Imnedlate omplmsis i
on the practical improvomont of permanently implanted canrulae and arterio-
venus shunts such as are needed for procedures like heniodialysis, extra-
corporeal irradiation of blood, etc. The experiments would be ijn vivo.
Although various instruments would be used, one of the key factors in this
proposal is the use of various blood components that will have been labelled
with different suitable radionuclides. While it may be possible to conduct:
this study with conventional presently available radionuclides, this study
will be muc! improved and the results easier to interpret through the use of
the wider variety of radioactive labels for the various components that are
becoming available via the BLIP.
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N a t i o n a l H e a r t a n d L i m p , I n s t i t i i r c ( N l l l . l ) . . .

N o n - T h i o i n b o ^ o n l e S u t f a c e s . A n o t h e r
p i o | i « i : n i I , m i l v e t s i i l t i n i l I i - i i , w h i c h w i l l h i * o ? I I I I C I T N I I O ( h i - N t l i . l I N .s I m l h i t
I n i i i i i n y w : i v i I n I h e M v ' K i m i l I d 1 I n I <i i '<-1 I o n 1)1 d ) ; n o u I u |>t o p i o w i I ( I I C M I I I h e i l i i l i o v r ,

| < M > > I - I ' M ) . l l o w i - v r i , l i i t l i t u ( l i n e I h e l l i t u M t l i t i i i m o i l ; i ( i m i l « > i n l , - u u l I \ \ y . I !i r n m l i o
C r n r ' i h i u i > l :ui 11 I t i i u ' t l o n u l t ' c o i n r t I ' v " I I h o M o o d v c i t i o l n r I h e I l o w I i w I o i 'i
w l l h l n l l I m l t i i t l H ' t " n » :i t m u - l t o n o f J i n r f r t c c nt.'H p r I n l . N e v r r l h i " \ p n n , ( h i >
pro])os.'il would u t i l i z e siml l;it techniques of tui;£iny, the i l l l lerent compouiuls
of the blood with different radioactive labels so that the order in which the
different: components enter into thrombogenesis and the k inet ics with which
the various thrombogenetic steps occur can be determined as a function of
type of surface material associated with the thrombogenesis. As in the
previous proposal, the ava i l ab i l i t y of the new radiomiclides that wi l l be
avai lable in p rac t i ca l quant i t i es only from the BLIP wi l l make the resu l t s
eas ie r to in terpre t and more r e l i a b l e .
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itiiJilLliLL *!!•!? i tut cs oJF !i«lii]jJi 01 inical Center
(NIHC(') . All of the arrangements have boon completed lor this collaboration
between t:ho III. Division and the NIHCC Department of Nuclear Medicine, which
is headed by Dr. flerald .lolinston. Mr. Robert Chandler, a Kadionharmaeist at
NliU'(', It.'is boon appointed n Research Collaborator at UNI, to serve ;IM tin1

H a I son between the two groups. The objective of this program IN lo make
llrookhaven' s unique capabilities anil lacllitleH for radlonuclide production
available to thn nuclear medicine program of NTH and to enahle the NTIKX' to
participate in the development of preparative, quality control, and analytical
techniques for BLIP-derived radiopharmaceutlcals that are of particular Inter-
est to NIHCC. These include, among others,

technetium-99m compounds, radiocolloids,

labelled red blood cells, iron-52,

iodine-123, and indium-Ill.

The Brookhaven role in this effort is to be funded by the NIHCC at an initial
support level of one man. Delays in the passage of the HEW appropriations
have forced a delay in this funding. However, it is BNL's understanding that
NIHCC intends to provide these funds as soon as their budgetary problems
permit. \

: ! ; : . - •



V.

N«t » 1 C.\ *"st 1 tuto A research
by members of the UNI. Medical Ko.sonrch Outer to the National Cancer Insti-
tute will, if funded, raonsiirc blood, plasma, •md red coll volume jmd blood
flow, transit times, and clearance rotes in tumors. To bv carried out effect-
ively, this proposal depends on receiving from the III. Oiviiiion

(1) red blood cells tagged with technetium-99m and possibly other
labelled blood components,

(2) a gas such as xcnon-127 (which requires production in ihe FiLU')
to measure washout rates, and

(3) advice on the techniques for measuring the rates of flow of blood.

The furnishing of these types of service was mentioned briefly above under
"BNL Nuclear Medicine Program" and below under "Services Provided".



:ivs. in addition to the labora-Othcr l̂ abĉ
lories noted in tho programs described above, many other laboratories will be.
receiving HI.IP-produced radionucIides for the purpose of evaluating them for
nuclear medical purposes and for conducting their own development programs in
nuclear medicine. Tho following table indicates some of the institutions
I rom which tho III. Division has received letters expressing strong interest in
receiving the radionuc1 ides indicated.

Xc
127 123

Ve'

Va Hospital, Denver, Richard S. Trow x x

.State University of New York at Buffalo, x x
Monte Blau

Washington University, St. Louis, x x
R. James Potchen

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, x x
Lawrence E. Williams

The University of Chicago, Paul Iloffer x x

The University of Texas, Dallas,
Frederick J. Bonce

Sloan-Ketcering Institute for Cancer Research, x
New York City, Roy S. Tilbury

(1) salli"n>-67, dysprosium-157
(2) technetium-97m
(3) thallium-201
(4) sulfur-38, chromium-48, krypton-79, rubidium-81, tin-113

Other
(See
Motes)

(1) {V

(2)

(3)

(4)



NPN-NUt:U'.AH MKniCJNK PROGRAMS

The Ilii D i v i s i o n ' s Modlonl A p p l i c a t i o n s Development
H o u r l y depends h o n v l l y nn t h e o p e r a t i o n of t h e )1F<1 P, and , nl though tin- III.11'
w i l l ho d e v o t e d iilinodt e x c l u s i v e l y to inn k I nit rml lonwoI Ides rhnt w i l l tuv

d e v e l o p e d l o r modi c u t npp I l e n t t o n s , tlilti I s not l t a s o l o u.so. At IPHMI (WO
o t h e r non-mod Icfll r o s o n r c h nnd devolopmont pronrnm.s iiro do.scr lhod h e r o , .•liul
(ho r o I n l l o u s h I p to p r l v n t o I n d u s t r y Is dcHcr lhod hc low.

Controlled Thermonuclear Keaearch

The Metallurgy and Materials Science Divi-
sion in BNL's Department of Applied Science, has a $50,000
program underway to measure radiation damage in materials ex-
posed to very high fluences of fast neutrons. Accordingly,
they plan to irradiate test samples to fluences of 2 x 10^0
neutrons per square centimeter (14 ± 5 MeV). Placement of
these samples near a special target in the BLIP should provide
such fluences with a one-year irradiation. The BLIP is the
only facility at Drookhaven (and there are virtually none else
where, except the LAMPP) that could provide such fluonces.
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Neut ran Source Dovol opwent

One of the products that is readily made in the HI.IP
In rominorc i .11! y s Inn i t; leant quantities but otherwise unavailable Is yttrimu-88.
This 1 mlloniu-1 lde cmilH photon;* which, when It is mixed with beryllium, will
make a neutron source that tfl far superior to presently used am iinony-1 24-
hery Ilium .sources and, for some purposes, even to cal i fornium-252 sources.
Some interest In obtaining HI.IP-produced yttrium-88 has been expressed ;ilrencM
by two categories of people. One group is involved in the AEC's Safeguards
l'nw.im, for which an yttrium-88-heryllium source would appear to have many
advantages over other neutron sources for non-destructive interrogation of
larger diameter tanks and pipes than are possible at present. Another group
is found in the private instrument industry, which is already developing
antImony-124-beryIlium neutron sources for special in-the-field neutron
activation analysis purposes. The HL Division plans to make yttrium-88 for
testing and evaluating these applications, but under the present fundinR and
with medical applications development receiving such a high priority, it is
unlikely that this will occur prior to FY 1976, unless extra funding is
forthcoming or unless private industry requests irradiation of targets for
their own studies along these lines (see below under "Services Provided -
Private Industry").
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The foregoing text described programs in which the III. Division is engaged
in varying decrees of col laborat ion in primary research ami devc lopment . How-
ever, import .'in L additional effort is al.so expended in providing, related work
for ot.hers on a .service basils.

NUCLKAR MKDICTNK

Two of the sections abovo ("UNI. Nuclear Medicine I'VOKIMIII",
pp. 12-13, and "The FY 1974 Prospects - National Cancer Institute", p. '14)
mentioned briefly that the HL Division supplies certain radiopharmaceuticals,
radlonuclides, and other forms of assistance on a service basis to these pro-
grams. Although this service work is not of primary interest to the HI.
Division, it is nevertheless a very important benefit, derived by other groups.
The types of service and conditions under which it is supplied can be illus-
trated. For example, even after a radiopharmaceutical product or procedure
has been fully developed it is often desirable to make further routine use
of the product or procedure in the BNL Medical Research Center, as a means
of maintaining cognizance of possible problems that may later develop, as a
means of monitoring other new developments such as new instruments that
become available, and, in some cases, as a means of providing ancillary treat-
ment to a condition of a patient other than the primary condition for which
the patient was admitted. Whatever the reason or the need, the HL Division
prepares on request a number of radiopharmaceuticals from radionuclides that
it has either purchased from private industry or has prepared in a BNL accel-
erator. For example, in calendar 1972 nlone, 241 radiopharmaceutical prepar-
ations wore supplied on n service request basis to the Medical Research
Conlor in addition to the 178 labelled compounds that were furnished for
development and evaluation as part of a collaborative program. When it is
remembered that the BLIP did not become operational until the end of this
period, it is clear that its advent, together with its many new and unique
products, will serve to maintain the demand for this service work.

PRIVATE INDUSTRY

The BLIP and the unique expertise and considerable experience
of the HL Division personnel are regarded as a national resource for the
direct benefit of the public and of private industry, through which the
public will also benefit indirectly. Thus, the BNL program can be summed
up as follows:

When a demand for a radionuclide has built up to the point
where private industry desires to take over the production
and distribution of the radionuclide, industry will be en-
couraged to do so and will be assisted in every way possible.

To this end, Brookhaven will irradiate targets in the BLIP for private companies
and will ship the raw irradiated targets to them so that they can process them
according to their own proprietary recipes and distribute them to their own
customers. The charge for this irradiation will not be high enough to generate
a profit for Brookhaven nor will it be so low as to work a hardship on
companies that have already invested in their own cyclotrons. The only
situation under which Brookhaven would undertake to do all of the processing
and final distribution to the end user would be one, if it develops, in which
a demand for a particular product builds up but private industry for some
reason is uninterested in supplying it, Brookhaven1s history provides
precedent for this policy and eloquent evidence that it will be adhered to:
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PIUVAIT, INDUSTRY...

Tn 1966, when the demand for tech.netium-<>9m had increased to the point where
private industry desired to take over its production and distribution, Brook-
hnven withdrew from this work and turned it over to six private companies. At
(ho same time it turned over to Oak Ridge National Laboratory the production
and distribution of nil of its other isotopes except one, ma^nesium-28. To
this day, no ono has offered to take over the production and distribution ol
m»nnosUim-2H, and ll continues to be tin* one Isotope that llrookhnven produces
and supplies every month to a half dozen or so different' customers each time.

Of interest to note is the fact thar as new products are developed and
demands for them mount and as Industry consequently begins to make Increasing
use of the BLIP, the operation of the BLIP facility per se is expected to
become self-supporting through the income from the service irradiation of
targets for industry. Moreover, this is expected to occur while making only
reasonable charges for these irradiations.

Tt should be noted also that some very preliminary considerations under-
taken recently at Brookhaven suggest the possibility of building a second
generation linear accelerator that will incorporate only the features that
will have been shown by BLIP operation to be needed or desirable for radio-
isotope production, omitting all features that are not necessary for this
purpose. The cost of such a machine is believed to be low enough that it
could be built and operated on a self-supporting basis some five to ten years
hence.

INFORMATION SOURCE

Considerable effort has been made to eliminate errors from this draft.
If any remain, 1 accept sole responsibility for them. I will also be pleased
to supply additional details as needed.

Louis G. Stang, Jr.
Head, HL Division
Department of Applied Science
Brookhaven National Laboratory
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9, 10, 12, 17-19, 21, 24-26,
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Vanadium-44
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Hlau, Monte

Blaufox, M. Donald

Bonte, Frederick J.

Chandler, Robert

Chervu, Rau

Cotzias, George

Dahl, Lewis

Eckelman, William

Goldsmith, Stanley

Hai'per, Paul
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Johnston, Gerald
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Lippincott, Stuart
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Potchen, R. James

Reba, Richard
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Shreeve, Walton

Sodd, Vincent

Soloraon, Nathan

Stang, Louis

Steigman, Joseph

Stoner, Richard

Subramanian, G.

Tilbury, Roy S.

Trow, Richard S.

Wagner, Henry

Williams, Lawrence E.

5,

35

26

4-6

20

' 15

24

39

24

13

22

35

35

21

35
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Albert Kins Loin College of

Medicine 25

Amor i can Nucloar Society ">

Ar>;oune (lancer Research
Hospi ta l 17

Rrookhaven National Laboratory
Medical Department -- See
Medical Research Center

Buffalo, State University of
Now York at 35

Bureau of Radiological
Health, FDA 12, 15, 16

Center for Radiologic Image
Research 9

Chemistry Department, BNL 6, 12

Chicago, University of 9, 35

Denver VA Hospital 35

Downstare Medical Center, State
University of Now York 24, 30

(\KMI <V Uruj* Administration --
See Bureau of Radiological
jjloalth

Harvard Medical School 19

Hospital — See specific name

Indian Atomic Energy
Establishment 5

Iowa Hospitals, University of 23

21
Johns Hopkins Medical

Institutions

Long Island Jewish Medical
Center 20

Medical Department, BNL - See
Medical Research Center, BNL

Medical Research Center, BNL
4, 6, 12, 13, 14, 20, 30, 34, 38

Metallurgy >ind Materials
Science Division, UNI. I'1

Mexican Society of Nuclear
Medicine

Minnesota, University of ').'»

Nassau County Medical Center 20

National Cancer Institute 14, 34

National Heart and Lung
Institute 28-32

National Institute of General
Medical Science 9

National Institutes of Health
Clinical Center 33

National Institutes of Health --
See specific institute

Northport VA Hospital 20

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 3, 39

Pennsylvania, University of !8

Sloan-Kottorlny, lusi i I ni i> for
Cancer Researcli '31)

Society of Nuclear Medicine 5, f.

South African Council for Scientific
and Industrial Research ?7

Stony Brook, State University of

New York at 20

University -- See specific name

Upstate Medical Center, State
University of New York 22

Washington (D.C.) Hospital Center 2fi

Washington University (St. Louis) 35

Texas, University of (Dallas) 35
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Activation Analysis

Al t ern.it I n^ (Gradient

.17 Fluorides, Distribution of

France
n

Synchrotron

Arterio-venouK Shunts

Atmospheric Diagnost ics

Program

Belgium

Birth Defects

BLIP 7-12, 14,
21-23

Blood Flow Parameters

Bombay

Bones

Bone-seeking Agents

Brain

Breast Cancer

7

31

2

6

10

15, 19,
, 28-39

31

5

9

13, 19,
22, 25

9

14

Funding Levels 4, 14,
33,

Generators, Roid ionuclide

Genetic Damage

Germany

Greece

Health Care 8, 9,

Heart (See also Cardiac and
Myocardial)

Hemodialysis

Hcmodynamics

High Flux Beam Research Reactor

Human Serum Albumin

Hypertension

IS,
3d

14

9

• '

27.
, 37

10

6

5,, 6

, 15

, 28

31

31

7

12

12

Brookhaven Linac Isotope
Producer -- See BLIP

Budget, AEC, Categories

Cannulae, Permanently
Implanted

Cardiac Imaging Agent

Charges for Target
Irradiations

Chelates

C.I inical Campuses

Colloids

Colombia

Costs (See also Funding
and Charges)

Cyclotron 7, 10,
23,

Denmark

Diagnosis 8-10, 14, 15,

Esivot

38,

13,

12,
28,

23,

31

17

39

13

20

33

6

10

15,
38

5

28

6

Extra-Corporenl Irradiation
of Blood

Imaging — See Scintigraphy

Impact of Technetiuin-99m

India

Information, Additional

"Instant" Radiopharmaceuticals

Instrument Manufacturers

Isotope -- See Radioisotope

Israel

Italy

Japan

Kidneys

Kits -- See "Instant" Radiopharma-
ceuticals

LAMPF fy.r 1 5

Linac, Second Generation 39

Linac, 200-MeV proton 4, ?

Liver 9

Lung Function Studies 24, 3Q

:5-i

39 x

21

3

:6

6

6

9

31

--M •
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Manilla

Mod I f i l l R e s e a r c h R e a c t o r

Myoi -nrd in l B lood l ' low

Mv«'«"»ird Ij11 I t i l u r c l i o n
N IN

National Cancer Institute

Neutrons, Fast

Neutron Source

Non-Thrombogenic Surfaces

Nuclear Applications
(journal)

14

5

7

20

28

14

36

37

32

Papers Published 6, 12

Plutonium-238-neryIlium
Irradiation Facility

Po 1 vphosphates

1*roj>r iovary 1 nformat ion

Puerto Rico

Pulmonary -- See Lung

. 21, 24

Neutron
7

19

38

5

Radiation Dose Reduction 8-10,

14-16, 28

Radiation Industry Award 5

Radioisotope Cameras 3, 10

Radioisotope Production by
Private Industry 3, 38, 39

Red Blood Cells

Safeguards Program, J

12,

\EC

Scintigraphy 3, 8-10,
22

Screening Procedures,

South Africa

Spleen

S t ron t i um, 1) i s t r i bu I i

Surfacf Materials

21,
33,

12,
, 23,

, Mass

ion i

0,

of

26.
34

37

14.
25

14

b

12

13

32

Tamlen Van de Craaff J

Targets, BLIP 11, i«, 39

Tochnetiura, Distribution of II

I?, I'>

?

13

6, 18, 20

5

Thyroid

Tliyrold 1)1 jixtiost ir;»

Tin, Distribution ol"

Training

Turkey

United States

Van de Graaff Generators

Vascular System

Vienna

Visualization -- See Scintigraphy

Yugoslavia

5, 8

7

12

5

Survey.1: 3, 15
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The Impact of Technetium-99m on Health Caro

The following figures and statements, recently compiled
.jy the Society of Nuclear Medicine, show the impact of nuclear
medicine in general and of technetium-99m generators in parti-
cular on the health care available in the United States:

1. The innumerable contributions of nuclear medicine to the ,
diagnosis and treatment of patients are reflected in the fact
that the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals now
requires that nuclear medicine services be made available to
patients in hospitals seeking accreditation.

2. Of the 6,622 hospitals reporting to the American Hospital
Association, 35% deliver nuclear medicine diagnostic services
to patients. There are 5,982 licenses for tho medical use of
riulionuclides in the United States.

3. Of the 32,663,000 patient admissions reported to the
American Hospital Association for 1972, an estimated 2,900,000
patients (or 9%) received a radiopharmaceutical containing
technetium-99m derived from generators.

4. Five of the larger radiopharmaceutical manufacturers and
distributors shipped the following total numbers of technetium-
99m generators:

60,979 in 1970
70,349 in 1971
79,185 in 1972

(Note: The impact of radiopharinaeeuticals containing tech-
netium-99m is even greater than the above figures indicate.
This is because some hospitals use technetium-99m obtained
directly from a distributor via solvent extraction, rather
than via a generator, and the above figures apply only to
generators.)



ADDENDUM #3

Industry-Uronkhavni) Intornctlon
In tho Ueva K)p;nant ojf the

Medina 1 Appllea tions of RadionuclIdes

The interaction between private industry and liroolt-
haven is a synei-ftistic one. Both play vitally important
roles in tho development and the implementation of nuclear
medicine. This addendum delineates these roles.

Brookhaven's rolg is

...to carry out research and development,

...to explore now concepts in radionuclido utilization
(o.ft. by developing various gonorator systems such as
for technotium-99m),

...to explore now concepts in radloisotopo production (e.g.
currently via spoliation reactions, but formerly via
reactor-producod tritons, Szilard-Chaliners reactions,
etc.),

...to explore the radioisotope production capabilities of
now machinos (G.R. tho 200-MoV proton Linac),

...to develop the technology needed by industry before new
machinos can bo usod for radionuclide production (e.g.
safe, suitable, economic target designs and target
handling systems that permit continuous automatic
bombardment),

...to explore the feasibility of producing new radionuclide
systems (e.ff. milking iodine-123 from gaseous parent
in transit to extent shipping time),

...to develop now radiopharmaceuticals (e.g. technotiuu-99m-
labeiled red blood cells),

...to develop new forms of existing radionuclidos (e.g.
tochnetium-99m-sulfur colloid),

...to develop now medical applications using radionuclides
(e.,<». increasing opportunities for scintigraphic
applications via improved radiopharmaceuticals),

...to assist in the evaluation of new products for medical
applications (o.fj, by ostablishinj; collaborativo
programs and furnishing trial amounts of new materials,
see p. 12-38),
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...to assist in patting approval for new radiopharmaceutlcals
(e.g. by collecting data/ generated in its collaborative,

)

...to assist in the creation of a demand for the produots
that are developed (e.g. by publishing results of
clinical trials with them),

•••to assist industry to take over BNL~developed produots
(e.g. by providing industry with detailed information
via "operating Manuals", presentations at Meetings
convened for industry representatives, invitations such
as those issued by BNL on 2/8/72 to 75 radio isotope
companies to. send representatives to Brookhaven for
individual private briefings and to see the BLIP, to
ask questions about it and about Brookhaven's plans,
and to comment or offer suggestions on these plans, etc.),

•••to assist industry to get into new product lines (e.g. by
offering to irradiate industrial targets on a service
basis at cost), '

•••to assist industry to operate in the Manner that industry
chooses to operate (e.g. by respecting the privacy of
proprietary infonaation and reoognlslng it as'-!a Major
asset of a ooMpany), '•

•••to develop prototypes for More economical higher capaoity
second generation Machines suitable for industry to j
acquire and operate (e.g. by adopting the BLIP'S best
features and rejecting ifcs unnecessary ones), and

• ••to strengthe^^the'^radjjtis'otope industry in every way
possible' (because without a strong viable Industry •
there is no point in doing any radioisotope development, _ )
either at Brookhaven or elsewhere). """. •

Industry's role is

..•to Monitor Brookhaven*s program to see what new iteMS
are bseoalnf available,

•••to Maintain olose contact with Brookhaven and to advise
of special problems or particular needs,

•••to adopt BNL-daveloped items as fast as practical,

• ••to assist Brookhaven in deteminlng what paraMeters of
second generation Machines are important to commercial
producers,

•••to assist Brookhaven to appreoiate and understand
economic probleMS, and

•••to assist Brookhaven in determining probable demand or
Market for oontOMplated new products.
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Orookhnvon ' s r o lo î a NOT

. . . t o p r o v i d e . p r o d u c t s t h a t can be ob ta ined s a t i s f a c t o r i l y
from n t h a r Mouroem {Hrookhnvon i s opera ted by Assoo lit tod
Unl v o m l t l eu , I n c . , undor n iylow York S tn to udi»:n t. lon;> 1
Ins t i tu t ion c lmrtor) ,

. . . t o compote with privnto industry; (viitnoss tho turning
over to industry of Brookhaven's isotopo production
business in I965, once industry was ready to accept i t ) ,

. . . t o make improvements in small increments; (the day-to-day
improvements in efficiency, pur i ty , p ro f i t , e t c . are
best made by the companies that have to operate the
system; Brookhavon's role i s to conceive of now systems),
or

. . . t o t e l l pr ivate industry what i t must do; (the demands
that develop for Brookhavon's products wil l be more
persuasive than eloquent arguments).

*This position is supported by the AEC, as exemplified in the follow-
ing statement from E. E. Fowler, Assistant Director for Isotopes
Development, Division of Applied Technology, USAEC, to the Editor
of Business Week on 9/1/72:

"We noted with interest the timely article in your August 26
issue on the forthcoming use of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission's
(AEC) high energy accelerators for radioisotope activities ("AEC's
New Breed of Particles"). However, some might gain the impression
that AEC was planning to compete with private industry in the market-
ing of radioisotopes. We feel it is important that your readers be
made aware that this is not the case.

"The Brookhaven and Los Alamos machines will focus on production
technology research and development of new or technically improved
radioisotopes to serve otherwise unfulfilled needs. The facilities
are not intended to produce and distribute radioisotopes which are
adequately avid reasonably available from private sources of supply."

Within the framework jus t delineated above, the follow-
ing are reasons for maintaining a strong program of Medical
Applications Development a t Brookhaven:

1. Tha BLIP i s . . .

. . . un ique ,

...a completely new concept In isotope production that
incorporates such innovations as..

..tho moans for utilizing spallation reactions,

..very high current,
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•.optimum pnrtlclo onargy,

..fully automatic operation,

..continuous around-tho-clock operation,

...only now beginning to oporato in its fully automatic
"continuously-on" mode (following its rocont construc-
tion completion),

...a national resource that should bo fully exploited..

..to provide the target design and handling tech-
nology needod for future high current isotope
production accelerators,

..to provide the data needod for building second
generation machines, and

..to demonstrate that ultimately the operation of
second generation machines by industry will be
profitable.

(Note: A second generation machine would be radically
different from tha present BLIP, which utilizes an available
Linac that, for isotope production purposes, is unnecessarily
flexible and, therefore, unnecessarily costly. However, this
flexibility makes it ideal for learning about the special
problems involved in making radioisotopes by this technique.
It is equally ideal as a tool for generating the data needed
for designing a much siaplor, less expensive, special purpose
isotope production accelerator.)

Shutdown of the BLIP at this time would provide the
taxpayer with the lowest possible return on tax dollars
invested, at a time when all of the construction costs have
been incurred but the benefits have not yet had a chance to
be reaped.

2. The development of new products and procedures at Brook-
haven is very rapid because,..

...of the presence at Brookhaven of a unique, smoothly
functioning, very competent, well diversified group
which has taken years to assemble,

...of the existence of numerous collaborative programs
with many outside institutions involving all relevant
disciplines.

3. The primary concern of the Brookhavon group is for the
public good, but the public includes the radioisotope
industry collectively as well as the medical profession
and the patients receiving th» treatment. Only by fostering
a healthy profitable viable industry can Brookhaven hope to
have its products receive* the public Usage which they merit
and which is intended for thorn.



ADDENDUM #1*

Tho hole of Usnr-Support,
in tbo Uovalopwont of the

Nodical Applications of Hadionuclidos

Ono who is firmly convinced that Urookhaven's
Modicnl Applications Development program is extremely
valuable might possibly ask the question:

"Why not lot the users, rather than tho
fodernl government, support this program
either through tho granting of funds as
part of their collaboration or through the
purchase of tho test quantities of new
products that they plan to evaluate?"

This addendum answers that question.

Pages 12-38 of this document identified a large numbor
of groups that in various ways utilize or benefit from the
*Viodical Applications Development program at ttrookhavon.
Tho purpose of that was to indionte the impact that this
program is having on the medical, scientific, and industrial
communities and to illustrate the immediate practical
applications that aro resulting from this work. That part
of tho document and Addendum #3 (p« ^8-51) showed that
without such a strong core program at Brookhaven a very
largo amount of vitally needed work would be impossible.

Even though some of the collaborative programs do
indeed provide financial support to the Brookhaven program,
it simply is not practical to support the entire program by
contributions from the user groups. Such an arrangement
would not assure the steady income needed for a stable
group, and the fluctuations caused by the phasing in and
out of different groups would require setting up some kind
of a fund that could be carried over from one year to the
next in order to achieve the necessary financial staibility.
This kind of funding is not permitted by present AEC policies,

Moreover, it would bo neither fair nor practicable to
expect the groups that are active collaborators to pay for
the entire cost of maintaining tho Brookhavon group, whose
work benefits not only these active collaborators but the
entire nuclear medicine community throughout the United
States. The government must continue to underwrite the
costs of the Brookhaven group, if the interests of the
public are to be servod.


